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 2014. Thousands of people have been killed as a
result of artillery fire from Ukraine into eastern Ukraine.
Dr. Jordan Peterson also said that Russia is not going
to lose this war. That was quite startling.
The twist: This week the Nordstream pipelines were
destroyed by explosions. As natural gas is lighter than
air, any undersea pipe must be encased in concrete.
The concrete is very strong and heavy. The Swedish
seismologists measured three events that are not
natural shifts in the earth. They concluded explosions.
There are now massive leaks of natural gas into the air
above the broken pipelines. Natural gas is mainly
methane. This is also considered a powerful
greenhouse gas. Who blew up the pipelines? That is
the question. Western media said Putin, the President
of Russia, did it. They said this quickly. But think about
it. As Dr. Jordan Peterson said, all Russia has to do is
switch off the pipeline on the Russian side. Germany
gets no gas. Germany freezes to death this winter. 
The second problem is that Russia earns a lot of
money from gas sales. These are commercially owned
systems and bring in revenue for Russia. Germany
buys the gas from the Russians and other owners via
the pipeline. Commercially blowing up your source of 
income does not make sense. So what does? You may
not like the answer. Very recently, the German
Chancellor [like a Prime Minister or President] went to
Canada to ask for oil and gas supplies. The Canadian
Prime Minister said" he would think about it." Earlier
this year, two American politicians were on record as
saying: "If the Russians cross the border into Ukraine,
then Nordstream will be ended!" When pressed on
how, the American President, Joe Biden, said they can
end it [the gas supply to Germany].
Europe was at the end of a rope called "relying on
Russian energy supply." That is a powerful bargaining

Censorship and morality ethics 
There are many bioethical issues and dilemmas raised
by medicine, healthcare, and science that are of
academic, professional and public interest. Medical
research attempts to gain theoretical knowledge as
well as practically benefit society and is regarded as
justified, but how to achieve this without compromising
on the full protection of those one wants to benefit?
The Nuremberg Code and the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights can be interpreted as establishing a
basis for the principles of free and informed consent
and avoiding the harm and exploitation of scientific
experiments involving human participants. The
Declaration of Helsinki has been recognised as one of
the most authoritative statements on ethical standards
for human research in the world. The basic principles
include respect for individuals, the right to make
informed decisions, and the recognition of vulnerable
groups. Further ethical advances in human protection
include the Belmont Report and the 1996 International
Conference on Harmonization Good Clinical Practice
Guidance. As government authorities recognized the 

War is not good for anyone. The effects can be spread
much farther than you think. This week saw a twist in
the story. Much of the media carries stories of the
conflict in Ukraine. They tell you pretty much the same
thing. Putin bad. Ukraine good. It is not that simple
unless you want to ignore the long history of the region.
What started as a move to allow Russian-speaking
people in Eastern Ukraine to become independent
republics and join Russia, has morphed into a war.
This is not new. The region voted in 2015 to join
Russia. This week, another vote to join Russia was
held. The people want to do that. The Western
governments and Ukraine don’t want to allow that to
happen.
The twist in the whole conflict is energy, and more
specifically, natural gas. Russia has a lot of gas and
sells gas to Europe. Germany needs a lot of energy
and buys gas from Russia—so much gas that two
special pipelines have been built to carry gas from
Russia through the Baltic Sea to Germany. Other
countries also buy this gas. The pipelines are privately
owned structures and are called Nordstream 1 and 2.
Billions of cubic meters of gas flow each year into
Germany. This gas is used by many industries and
residential homes for energy, mainly heating.
I like listening to key thinkers like Dr. Jordan Peterson.
He studies people. He studies how they think and how
they act. He is a psychologist from Canada. He
recently said that one of the key bargaining aspects in
the Ukraine conflict is the gas supply to Germany.
Germany is a part of the NATO alliance and a player in
the NATO strategy in the Ukraine conflict. They have to
be careful. They buy almost all their energy from
Russia. Russia claims to be protecting the Eastern
Ukraine regions from unprovoked attacks by Ukraine
armed forces. These attacks have been going on since 
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lever held by Russia to sue for peace over the Ukraine
conflict. The recent vote to join Russia by Eastern
Ukrainians motivates a peace plan. Who does not want
peace in Ukraine? It seems to me, in my opinion, that
the USA, Canada, and Britain are the main winners if
the war continues. They really win if Russia stops
supplying gas to Germany, but Russia is keen to keep
selling gas to Germany. They need the money.
Germany needs the energy from the gas. Winter is
coming.
Who benefits from cutting off the income from gas
sales to Russia? The USA and Canada most likely.
They could step in and supply energy to Europe.
Norway already has a pipeline for oil and gas into
Germany. It is not enough. Will Russia retaliate and
blow that pipeline up? Can Russia hire natural gas
tanker ships [Oman has a huge fleet of these] to keep
Germany supplied? Will the USA blockade or sanction
such a move? The politics are crazy. War is a mess. It
always is. Yet it is the ordinary citizens who suffer and
die everywhere. These politicians are always well fed,
warm and smiling.
Now that the energy bargaining chip for Ukraine peace
has been removed, what is left? Perhaps a nuclear war
threat? Would either side use a tactical nuclear
warhead in the battle for power? Russia is believed to
possess more of these than the USA and NATO allied
nations combined! Dr. Jordan Peterson chillingly said
that leaving Ukraine a wasteland is a win for Russia, no
one else! South Africa buys sunflower oil, seeds,
fertiliser and wheat from Ukraine. We are already
facing shortages. If the conflict were to escalate to a
nuclear level, all future supply hopes would be dashed.
Are you planting veggies wherever you can? Here at
VUKA NEWS we stand for peace and prosperity. Keep
yourself awake. Be prepared. Start now.

doctors trying to get other doctors’ licences
revoked based on petty issues and opposing
medical views. When was the science ever settled?
medical and pharmaceutical companies not
performing due diligence
the person(s) and authorities that approved the
PCR procedure and mandated that it be used as
the gold standard (creating a "pandemic")
pharmaceutical companies hiding negative results
or faking results from partially completed clinical
trials to obtain emergency use authorisation to get
their product into millions of customers
pharmaceutical companies signing secret contracts
with governments that absolve them of any liability
issues

need to control medical experiments, clinical trial
ethical guidelines are now regulated.During the last
two and a half years, these protections have all been
disregarded with the novel technology "vaccine" roll-
out.
We will bring the parties to account, whether they are:

governments, for signing these contracts, shutting
down economies, destroying millions of small
enterprises, and going out to "borrow" money to
achieve 70% vaccination of the population, well
knowing there can be no herd immunity with the
"leaky vaccine"
government-appointed officials not performing their
functional duty of scrutinising the presented facts or
committing overreach by rubberstamping approval
while knowing the consequences, including
administrators and health ministers, are turning a
blind eye
department of health officials and state-appointed
regulatory bodies not performing due diligence
regarding the safety, efficacy, and quality of the
vaccine products
a president who says he did not know about it
world bodies without any representatively elected
members prescribing medical procedures or the
lack thereof, or preventing available medical
products or treatments

You have been put on notice.

Part

 THE MESS GETS WORSE 
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THE LINE 

NOT FOR ME, THANK YOU!  

Futuristic Megacity or NWO mega concentration camp

manufactured products to the inhabitants requires
transportation. Accommodation for any meaningful
manufacturing, processing or distribution facilities in
the Line is not apparent. (Begs the question of how
many residents will earn their living.)
What is a city without sports stadia? No space for
football, cricket, athletic stadiums. Neither golf course
nor horse- nor motor racing. These could add to the
sprawl around the Line. Base jumping anyone?
It is curious that the world’s largest supplier of oil
chooses to build a megacity city which does not
accommodate motor cars. There could be helipads on
the roof, but not nearly enough for everyone to have
one. The rooftops have potential to become the world’s
highest red-light district, ambience supplied by aviation
warning lights.
Residents may stay a short walk from their routine
destinations, but how much time will be spent waiting
for elevators?
Is there planning for places of worship? One cannot
picture minarets and calls to prayer from the top of
these futuristic structures. But there are Apps for
this…. (perhaps the AI will enforce some version of
God’s will). 
Large volumes of desalinated seawater from the Red 

Greatly reduced land footprint for such a populous
city
Live within a 5 minute walk to normal daily
activities
Views across coastal plains, desert and mountains
No cars or pollution
High speed rail from end to end of the Line in 20
minutes
Sustainable energy and water 
International airport hub nearby
Smart city operated by artificial intelligence

The Line’s main selling points are:

The plan is to construct two parallel buildings, 170 km
long on a 200 metre wide footprint (2 soccer fields
wide) 500 metres high (not a mistake – that is half the
height of Table Mountain, measured from sea level
and taller than the NY World Trade Centre: Is there a
symbolic inspiration from the Twin Towers?) High
speed rail and trunk utility services will run
underground. The 2 buildings will be separated by a
narrow strip of land where people can walk around.
The facades will be glass clad.
There are many YouTube videos and information
about The Line, easily found on the internet.
Construction started in 2021. The complete project has
an estimated cost of US$500 billion to US$1 Trillion.
This project is proudly supported by Saudi Prince
Mohammed bin Salman.  Whilst final completion is
planned for 2045, the first residents take occupation in
2030 (yes: an auspicious year in the WEF/New World
Order calendar). The Line appears to comply with
NWO Agenda2030 goals. 
It was reported that tens of thousands of tribal
inhabitants were forcibly removed from the land for the
Line construction site.
The Line itself will only occupy a 34 square kilometre
footprint, making the population density (approx. 1
person per 4 square metres of land) higher than any
existing city. The sustainable energy will require many
times this much land for photovoltaic panels and/or
thousands of wind turbines (dwarfed by the height of
the Line). Photovoltaic energy will require enormous
energy storage (batteries?) for night-time consumption,
Residents may have views of the proposed airport.
The Line appears to have only 4 trunk roads crossing
or accessing the city. Not much of a problem if you
can’t have vehicles in the city, but deliveries of foods
and
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The Line is a Saudi Arabian project to build a
futuristic megacity to accommodate 9 million
people in the desert. It is planned to build a
continuous straight line, high rise monolith from
the Red Sea, extending 170 km inland across the
desert and mountains of the Neom region.

brought under control? Fire might suck the oxygen right
out of the central air volume and surrounding area. If
someone wanted to launch a terrorist or military attack,
this long, high target would be hard to miss and
challenging to defend (also vulnerable to 9/11 styled
attacks).
Insidiously, the population of such a megacity can be
more easily controlled and locked down than in
conventional cities, with relatively little manpower
(especially if AI assisted). The containment of
contagions in this megacity could be really challenging.
5G (maybe even 6G) systems will proliferate. With or
without electromagnetic radiation weapons and
transhumanism capabilities. Intelligent electronic
surveillance and access control will surely proliferate.
Limited external access controlled public transport, no
private vehicles, an  uninterrupted structure (with no
opening windows to outside) and a desert to cross will
make escape from the Line very difficult. There would
be options to control food, water and even air supplies.
The Great Wall of the North from Games of Thrones
comes to mind when looking at the Line.  However, it
will need more than one re-awakened dragon to
destroy this prototype dystopian NWO mega prison. 

Sea must be pumped to the far inland
reaches of the Line, uphill (plus
another 500 metres up to the top of
the buildings). Wastewater plans are
not clear - recycled if the Line is to be
truly sustainable? The 500 metre
height gives new meaning to the term
“long drop”.
Fresh food produce may prove
challenging. Could they be
considering converting huge tracts of
desert into farmland, irrigated by
wastewater? Is there an unpublicized
solution to feed waste (including
human excrement) to concentrated
bug farms to produce flavour
enhanced insect protein meals for the
populace. Is this Halaal?
The Line may aspire to be
environmentally friendly, but what
effect will such a structure have,
bisecting the natural desert above and
below ground and the air above, with
glass facades reflecting sunlight.
Surely this will influence the desert
ecosystems and climate. 
How far will sunlight penetrate
between the two buildings to the
ground so far below? This level will be
in deep shadow most of the time.
Artist’s impressions of sunny parks
with trees and grass are improbable
unless the greenery and lighting are
also artificial.Climate control in such
tall buildings is essential to ensure
sufficient healthy fresh air and stale air
expulsion - an interesting challenge.
Fires in very tall buildings (firefighters
say any building higher than 6
storeys), are very difficult to fight. How
could a fire in a 500 metre high, 170
km long densely populated building be
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According to Wikipedia, "mortality rate, or death rate,”
is a measure of the number of deaths (in general, or
due to a specific cause) in a particular population,
scaled to the size of that population, per unit of time.’
The latest Covid-19 stats, according to "Our World in
Data," show the number of deaths in South Africa to
date as 102 000 out of 4.02 million "total cases." Why
not post the total population instead of posting "total
cases"? 

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING?  
NOW … YOU KNOW 

by Dr Kat

Especially when we know that mortality rate takes the
entire population and not just positive (total) cases into
account.
The reason becomes glaringly obvious when you do
the math. Percentage deaths out of "total cases" is
2.5%, whereas percentage deaths out of the total
population (mortality rate) is 0.17%.
Taking into consideration that the PCR test is not a
diagnostic test (it never has been for any disease), the 

controversy surrounding the entire testing
process, and the rather blurred way of identifying
what a "case" really is, we can quite confidently
assume that 0.17% is itself exaggerated. Much
ado about nothing, indeed, except for advancing
their agenda.
Even at 0.17% mortality, was the fear mongering,
censorship of alternate views, lockdowns and
resultant annihilation of our economy warranted?
As a practitioner, I am overwhelmed and worried
about the health, wellbeing, and prosperity of
 the people of the world. Having travelled to 3
other continents in the last 4 months, I have
realised that we are all faced with similar
challenges. Jab injuries and novel, atypical
presentations of common ailments, the rise of
mental lllness (as a result of pandemic fatigue,
financial strain in a stressed economy, long Covid
or jab injuries, or all of the above), further
splintering of a disunited health practitioner
fraternity, and mass denial, all in the background
of a blinded, captured society, makes my heart
bleed.
Now, more than ever, we need to swallow our
pride, admit to making wrong choices and
decisions (especially over the last 2 years), and
hold onto each other. In a world where it’s no
longer a given that a published, peer-reviewed
study in a reputable journal can be trusted, we
must turn to each other. More and more
colleagues are seeing the light. Jab injuries are
real, big pharma creates customers, not cures,
free thinking IS being suppressed, mainstream
media does not give all sides of the story, and the
world will now forever be a hybrid space.
Let’s focus on solutions. Let’s work together to
build a better world. Let’s put our energies into
places that bring us peace—peace of mind, a
healthy body, and a content soul.
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Re BEE, the most impactful statement I have heard was from a young
black graduate who had recently starting working and this is what she
said with great feeling, "I do not want BEE to jeopardize my career!" I
often think about this. She had the wisdom to know that her success
would come from growing in her career through experience and
achievement, and that she had to work her way up the ladder as she
became capable of doing more. This young woman gained my respect with
one sentence. I feel sure that she is doing very well in her career and I feel
very glad for her.
I have heard about the very unfair stress being placed on young people who
are placed in jobs that they are not yet ready for. This is not something
that I could have coped with as a young person. Brenda

I work at our dominant
supplier of electricity & I
see first hand what our
government policies, BB-
BEE etc has done to a once
world class energy
provider. Load shedding
will remain with us for the
foreseeable future & we
only going down hill. Same
with all other SOE's

When the anc became the government, there was an agreement that one

race would never again do to another a
s apartheid had done. We all

thought it was wrong and hence voted for the power to be transferred

to the majority. It was a functioning country with the lowest electricity

tariff in the world, lots of workinginfrastructure and well operated

state owned entities and government departments. They also had the

whole world cheering them on. Thirty years down the line we have a

collapsed country where nothing is working properly due to corruption,

nepotism, cadre deployment and incompetence. We are turning into

darkest Africa just like the rest of Africa, where there is not one

function government looking after their people. Not only that, the SA

government refuses to acknowledge that BBEEE does not work and is

doubling down on it! When you start looking around you, 
you can see

that there is only a small minority that is fuelling the race issues.

Everyday you see acts of kindness
, respect and assistance to people 

of

the opposite race by people of all 
colours. It is time that we as South

Africans call a halt to all this race d
ivision and get on with a united SA.

The government has not kept any of it's promises and people in

government only work there to enrich themselves. The only light at the

end of the tunnel is that the people
's eyes are opening. I just hope that

 it

is not too little too late.

The State (ANC) intended for ESKOM to become their flagship
BEE employer. From being internationally lauded as being the
best electrical utility company in the world in 2001, ESKOM is
now seen as the biggest threat to South Africa's economy.
Skilled and competent ESKOM employees were systematically
replaced at all levels by many (luckily not all)incompetent,
unskilled and often corrupt or dishonest individuals. ESKOM
has become bloated with overpaid employees to attract and
retain BEE staff quotas, at salaries which the private sector (
pressured and also wanting to employ BEE engineers) cannot
afford to match. Hundreds, maybe more, competent ESKOM
employees (not only whites) have now left South Africa to join
companies overseas which value their skills. ESKOM has indeed
become an example of BEE in action, but not in the desired
fashion.

The results of BEE in action. Yet the

anc keeps doubling down on BBEEE!
Erik

On BEE, all people should be hired for their skill set end of story,

the more ppl live in a victim mentality the more we stay in a place

where we segregate by race. There is one race, the human race. The

wrongs of the past must be left in the past, we must use them to

learn from, and move forward doing better for all human kind. I

hope one day all ppl who look at people and segregate them by color

will see the error in their ways and start to change their behavior.

Val

On observation from a

small company, it is

interesting that tenders

are awarded based on BEE

status, which in many

cases costs the

municipality/ tax payers

more than double for the

part or service to be

provided as the original

supplier does not have a

high enough status and

SMME companies load

their submission and

actually dont do the work

at all, but get the tender

on BEE status.

I am looking for doctor or dentist
admin work. I have 10 years
experience (I’m working for a local
surgeon who is retiring) and have
been using mede mass medical
accounts system. Salary half day R8k
or Full day R12k. Contact Kerry on cell:
074 360 8612

Truia
If one compares SA's BBBEE with the US struggle with
affirmative action, the outcomes based results are starkly
enlightening. 
SA got State capture, SOE's dismally failing, rail, road, water
infrastructure evaporating and the health department
crashing.
So it is not only a case of race based equality program, but of
greed and appropriation of resources, latest being private
farmland, but it will not stop there until all banks and private
residences are expropriated.
Unfortunately voters can not get to an education level that
they can understand what will make a difference.

Not fair and not affective
and a pot of ! 

South Africa, now almost 30yrs a
democratic country , has the
concept of BEE. 
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Classifieds

I work in the Security Industry, I have
Psira Grade B, Handgun, Shotgun,
Rifle, Carbine license business and
personal license. I am physically fit
and have sober habits residing in
Paarl area willing to start immediately.
Please contact Deshen Naidoo on 079
3877776 or
naidoodeshen@gmail.com

Alan Cook - looking for gainful
activities in Media (especially moving,
screen media), in either Gauteng or
Cape Town. Very experienced in video
creation and media management.
Ideally I’d like to work with viable
partners taking on the mainstream
media with Truth.
www.youtube.com/user/alanprofessio
nal

My name is Jennifer. Extensive
experience in Secretary, PA and Admin
roles. I am looking for a position as
Office Manager / Admin Assistant in
Gauteng. Knowledge of Microsoft
office, SharePoint, SAP and travel.
Dependable, flexible. Contact
0833249993

Experienced Project Manager, HSEQ
and Office Administration. Previous
business owner in the Hospitality
Industry urgently seeking gainful
employment. Currently in Western
Cape, but willing to relocate. Contact
071 363 3615 / gaynorlv@gmail.com
for a copy of my resume &
certifications.

What is your understanding of BEE, do you think
it’s fair and do you think it is effective?

Pierre
In my perfect world I would like to provide freeschooling and at least a portion subsidisedundergraduate study, in study fields our societyrequires, like nurses, pharmacists, doctors, plumbers,technicians, technologists, engineers etc, and then apost-study internship program with reputable firms, inlieu of this BEE.

Pierre

Z S 

Erik

And on top of all that Erik, the ANC is still loses votes as seen in
every national election. According to some forecasts, they will
probably be less than 50 percent at the next national election,
despite BEE. What will they do then to hold onto power when
elections fail them? That is a scary thought. Chris

We had a peculiar situation at our company. A clerk resignedand the position was advertised. Two people internally appliedfor the position, one an indian male and the other a blackmale. Before I looked at their applications I asked HR to giveme an indication of what the EE requirements for thisspecific position was. After they checked I had to inform theindian male that I will not be able to promote him due to EEguidelines. Now here is the strange part...
I had to inform the black male that I will not be able topromote him as well due to EE guidelines. I could only employblack female or coloured male or female. Who knew that BEEwould work against the races it was designed to benefit...

Connie

This is exactly why EE and BBEEE is counterproductive. One appoints the person bestqualified and suited to the job regardless of race or gender to get the best results!The same way the government wants to create jobs. The government should notcreate jobs, but the correct environment in which jobs can be created. But they aremaking it difficult for people to start up their own businesses, and then you have to give51% away? How now?
Erik

Imagine a business built up, during apartheid. Say about R10M turnover in
year, importing, selling, installing and servicing a certain type of pump…
does business with gov’ment, municipalities and private sector. Started
as a small business addressing a growing need…owner is 100% hands-on.
His son worked there over holidays, got his civil engineering degree, and
started as a fitter, working his way up in the business.  Employs 5
permanent staff, 3 coloured guys and 2 black. MoSt been with the
company for 15+ years.  Then BEE kicked in…no more gov or municipal
jobs or contracts. Unless he meet the requirement, the company will
fold. Not willing to give 50% away of 40years worth of blood sweat and
tears…he changed the whole business structure…he gave all the
servicing and installations to his loyal staff…and they, as father and
son, became “consultants”. Its lasted for only 4years, until 
2017….when all doors were closed on them …. 5 families lost a “sure thing”
income just like that. Right? Wrong?Justified? Know many many stories
like that where businesses were forced to have management changes,
supplier structures etc etc… Fritz

Dennis

Gat - landing

1000%!!! I would hate to know
 I got

a job because of any criteria

other than that I'm the best

candidate.
Mermicorn
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